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Abstract
In this study we explore some DNA, RNA and protein structure prediction software, which is found
in the Internet [1].
The single-stranded DNA and RNA fold into specific three-dimensional conformations, which are
determined by the sequence of nucleotides. The prediction of RNA folding is important in
understanding many biological processes, including translation regulation in messenger RNA,
replication of single-stranded RNA viruses, and the function of structural RNAs and RNA/protein
complexes. The prediction of DNA folding is important for example in PCR, where DNA is in a
single-stranded form.
Proteins are generally self-folding. The three-dimensional structures of proteins are therefore also
extremely diverse, ranging from completely fibrous to globular. The prediction of protein folding is
important because the structure of a protein is related to its function. Experimental structure
determination, or structure prediction, aids the elucidation of protein function; conversely, synthetic
protein sequences might be designed so that the protein performs a desired function.
The study of protein structure therefore produces very valuable practical benefits for medicine,
agriculture and industry. The understanding of enzyme function allows the design of drugs which
inhibit specific enzyme targets for therapeutic purposes.
The field of research dealing with the prediction of structure from sequence is generally known as
bioinformatics [2].

Introduction
DNA
Two-dimensional structure
DNA molecules consist of two complementary chains of nucleotides. Nucleotides are composed of
a sugar, phosphate groups and a base. The base may be adenine, cytosine, guanine or thymine.
Hydrogen bonds between the base pairs hold the chains together.
Single-stranded DNA can be found for example in PCR or in telomeres, where the 3’ DNA is
always longer than the 5’ end. Single-stranded DNA may pair with itself. Programs that predict the
folding of single-stranded DNA are introduced later in this presentation.
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Three-dimensional structure
The two chains of DNA form a double helix. The base pairs are inside the helix and the sugarphosphate backbones are outside it.
In eycaryotes, the DNA is packaged into chromosomes. DNA is wrapped around histones. DNA
and core histones form nucleosomes, which are packed into a compact chromatin fiber.

RNA
RNA is very similar in structure to DNA. It contains the base urasil instead of thymine. RNA is
single-stranded. However, it often contains short stretches of nucleotides that can form base-pairs
with the same molecule. Programs that predict this folding are introduced later.

There are several types of RNA. MRNA is copied from genes. Then intron sequences are removed
by RNA splicing. The 5’ end of mRNA is capped and a poly-A tail is added to the 3’ tail.
TRNA recognizes and binds the codon and the amino acid in protein translation. Four segments of
tRNA are double-helical. One of these regions forms the anticodon that pairs with the
complementary codon in an mRNA molecule. The other is the site where the amino acid is attached
to the tRNA.

Proteins
Proteins are huge polypeptides which consist of amino acid residues. The shape of a protein is
specified by its amino acid sequence.

Primary structure
The primary structure of a protein consists of amino acids linked by peptide bonds to form
polypeptide chains. The code for the primary structure is in DNA.
There are 20 different amino acids.
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Secondary structure
The amino acids in a polypeptide chain form hydrogen bonds between the N-H and C=O groups.
The chain twists around on itself and forms a three-dimensional structure. Most common folding
patterns are the α-helix and the β-sheet.

Tertiary structure
The final structure of a protein is the one in which the free energy is minimized. Proteins called
chaperons help on protein folding. Hydrophobic amino acid chains are buried on the inside of a
protein and hydrophilic amino acid chains gather on the outside. Sulphur bridges stabilize the
structure.
Protein functionality is based on its tertiary structure
The prediction of the 3-D structure of proteins is far in the future, because proteins are generally
self-folding. One way to try to predict protein tertiary structure is that 3-D structure of some
proteins have already been explored and by comparing the sequences we can try to predict the
structure.

Free energy
Some prediction programs use free energy in their algorithms.
The change of free energy is ∆G = ∆G°’ + RTln([B]/[A]). (∆G°’ is the standard free energy). A
reaction can occur spontaneously only if ∆G is negative.
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Methods
DNA and RNA secondary structure prediction
MFOLD [3]
Mfold is a program used for RNA and DNA secondary structure prediction. It uses the nearest
neighbor thermodynamic rules [4] in prediction. The program runs in a Unix environment but can
be accessed with a web browser.

Applications of mfold
RNA Folding
DNA Folding
Nucleic Acid Quikfold
Zipfold server
Tm server
2-state hybridization server
Free Energy Determination

Using mfold
The folding temperature is fixed at 37° (body temperature). The temperature can be varied in the
older version 2.3. You may force certain bases to be double or single stranded, and it is also
possible to prohibit certain bases from pairing with others. You may choose whether the RNA
sequence is linear or circular. The maximum loop size and the maximum distance between paired
bases can be entered. Your job can be prosessed while you wait (up to 800 base pairs) or can de
submitted for batch processing (up to 6000 base pairs).

An Example
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VIENNA RNA PACKAGE [5]
The Vienna RNA Package predicts and compares RNA secondary structure. The prediction is based
on three algorithms: the minimum free energy algorithm [6], the partition function algorithm [7]
and the suboptimal folding algorithm [8]. The comparison is based on measures of distance using
string alignment or tree-editing.
The program runs in a Unix or Windows environment.

Applications of Vienna RNA Package
RNAfold
RNAfold predicts minimum energy secondary structures and pair probabilities.
RNAeval
RNAeval evaluates energy of RNA secondary structures.
RNAheat
RNAheat calculates the specific heat (melting curve) of an RNA sequence.
RNAinverse
RNAinverse provides inverse fold (design) sequences with predefined structure.
RNAdistance
RNAdistance compares secondary structures.
RNApdist
RNApdist compares base pair probabilities.
RNAsubopt
RNAsubopt completes suboptimal folding.

Using Vienna package RNAfold
The program reads RNA sequences from stdin and returns their minimum energy and partition
function in stdout. It produces PostScript files with plots of the resulting secondary structure graph
and a "dot plot" of the base pairing matrix.

An Example
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CIRCLES [9]
Circles is an experimental Windows 95/98/NT program for inferring RNA secondary structure
using the comparative method. It provides a user-friendly interface to maximum weight matching
programs. You can give your alignment in FASTA, Clustal, or NEXUS format. Circles computes a
maximum weight matching. Maximum Weighted Matching method (MWM) [10] is capable of
detecting pseudoknots and other tertiary base-pairing interactions in a computationally efficient
manner. Circles exports one or more RNA secondary structures in standard formats.

An Example
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Protein structure prediction
kPROT [11]
kPROT is a www service for structure prediction of membrane proteins and specifically designed
for transmembrane proteins with multiple alpha-helical spans. It provides a prediction of the angular
orientation of the segment.
The program submits protein sequence(s) of previously identified transmembrane segment.
It predicts the helical orientation of the segment as expected to be when embedded in a helical
bundle within the membrane i.e. lipid-exposed vs. protein-buried faces of alpha-helices.
The Helical orientation predictions are done with the "knowledge-based Propensities for Residue
Orientation in Transmembrane segments" (kPROT) energy-like scale.
The kPROT scale was derived from statistics of transmembrane proteins in the SWISS-PROT
database.

Predictions and analyses
•
•
•
•

Predicts Transmembrane helix orientation
Plots the kPROT profile of a sequence and it's fourier transform
Calculates and compares the kPROT profiles of two proteins
Calculates the kPROT profile of a protein and searches a library for proteins with similar
profile
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An Example

JNET [12]
Jnet is a program for UNIX workstations and a www service. It uses Neural Network to do Protein
Secondary Structure Prediction Method. The program works by applying multiple sequence
alignments, alongside PSIBLAST and HMM profiles. A reliability index indicates which residues
are predicted with a high confidence.

Using Jnet
Syntax: jnet -mode <sequence file> [hmm profile] [<psiblast pssm> and <psiblast freq>]
• sequence file (compulsory)
– Can be generated from a ClustalW MSF file
• hmm profile (optional)
– can be generated from ClustalW MSF file
• psiblast pssm, psiblast freq (optional)
– can be generated from a PSIBLAST report
– If supplied both must be present

An Example
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SUPERPOSITIONAL STRUCTURE ASSIGNMENT (SSA) [13]
The program SSA automates the assignment of the secondary structure of a peptide from its
atomic coordinates. The automation is based on the superposition of the coordinates with
sequences of ideal secondary structure. The program SSA is most often used with the program
Sequery.

Using SSA
The program takes a file produced by Sequery. It outputs the resulting assignments and
summary information.
Syntax: runssa SequeryOutputFile SSAOutputFile
SSA will generate an output file containing a line for each Sequery match, listing the PDB
code, chain identifier, numerical residue range, 4-residue peptide matching sequence (in upper
case) along with 4 residues of sequence on either side (in lower case), the sequence pattern
matched, and the assigned secondary structure.

An Example
# Sequery Filename : Example.sequery
# C
# h
# a
# i Residue
User User
#PDB n
Range Sequence
Type RMSD Match?
#-----------------------------------------------------------------1pxt B 40 to 43 -> vvivAANRsaig matching A.NR EXTE
1tiv _ 21 to 24 -> qpktACNRchck matching A6NR EXTE
1pox A 324 to 327 -> iavlADAQktla matching .D5Q IRRE
2bpa 1 230 to 233 -> tsydADNRpllv matching A.NR IRRE
1cpc A 12 to 15 -> avaaADSQgrfl matching .D5Q HELI
1hpm _ 131 to 134 -> mkeiAEAYlgkt matching .E.Y HELI
1aor A 602 to 605 -> elgiAEFY matching .E.Y ERROR
1aor A 407 to 410 -> syrlAESYghpe matching .E.Y HELI
1mxa _ 213 to 216 -> pilpAEWLtsat matching .EWL TUR1
1fnc _ 223 to 226 -> mkekAPDNfrld matching AP.. TUR1

####################################STATISTICS#############################
#
# Total number of sequery lines processed is:
10
# Total number of Errors (excluded from statistics): 1 (10.00 %)
# # of Regular Helix Types: 3 (33.33 %)
# # of Irreg Helix Types: 0 (0.00 %)
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# Total # of Helix Types:
3
(33.33 %)
#
# # of Extended Types:
2
(22.22 %)
#
# # of Type1 Turns:
2
(22.22 %)
# # of Type2 Turns:
0
(0.00 %)
# # of Type1' Turns:
0
(0.00 %)
# # of Type2' Turns:
0
(0.00 %)
# # of Type8 Turns:
0
(0.00 %)
# # of Irreg Turns:
0
(0.00 %)
# Total # Of Turns:
2
(22.22 %)
#
# # of Irreg Types *:
2
(22.22 %)
#
#* # of Irreg Types excludes Irreg Helices and Irreg Turns
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